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Bandhavgarh is placed at the foothills of Vindhya hills in Madhya Pradesh which covers of 105 sq.
km and a buffer area of 400 sq.kilometres. The place is famous for royal Bengal tigers which reside
between the beautiful steep ridges, undulating, forest and open meadows of this beautiful national
park. Bandhavgarh resort was one a former hunting ground of Maharaja of Rewa and presently a
famous natural hub for White tigers. This place came into existence in the year 1968 when the place
was handed over to the government of India by the Maharaja of Rewa.

Bandhavgarh resorts offers all types of wildlife resorts, hotels, forest lodges and cottages to suit all
kind of travellers coming from all parts of the globe. You can enjoy your Bandhavgarh stay by
choosing the right accommodation of your choice and budget. These resorts in Bandhavgarh offer
quality accommodation with all the facilities present in it to offer you a comfortable stay in this resort.
Most of the resorts in Bandhavgarh are luxurious surrounded by luxury and greenery which
facilitates that offer wonderful experience in this dense forest. They also offer luxurious cottages and
Bamboo huts with rustic touch. The cottages offered by these resorts are very nicely furnished and
offer you with all the luxurious amenities required for your stay. There are many luxury resorts
present in that area like nature Heritage resort, tiger Trails resort, maharaja royal retreat, Tree
House hideaway resort, wild haven resort, Tiger Den resort, Mogli Jungle resort, Jungle mantra
resort, Golbro Tiger View resort, Anantvan resort etc. the warm hospitality and services tend to your
needs and long lasting comforts. These properties compliment your stay in the national park with its
sweet offering in the enchanting woods. All these properties within this charismatic park assure you
to accord you with the finest and memorable stay in the woods. The hospitable staffs of these
resorts treat every guest as individual by offering them with customised services as per their
requirement and need.

In fact the journey to Bandhavgarh is an odyssey of delight, an adventure that thrills you down to the
bone. They are expert in organising the finest wildlife safari and bird watching trips in this tiger
reserve of India.

So come and guest yourself in the exotic wilderness of central India and create life time memories
that you will cherish throughout your lifetime.
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Driver Devil - About Author:
a Bandhavgarh Resorts - Choose from 42 hotels & resorts in Bandhavgarh.Check out unbiased
user reviews,compare tariffs, Bandhabgarh hotels & resort photos and book hotels in Bandhabgarh
online with Holiday IQ.
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